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Abstract—In recent years, one of the effective engines for perceptual organization of low-level image features is based on the

partitioning of a graph representation that captures Gestalt inspired local structures, such as similarity, proximity, continuity, parallelism,

and perpendicularity, over the low-level image features. Mainly motivated by computational efficiency considerations, this graph

partitioning process is usually implemented as a recursive bipartitioning process, where, at each step, the graph is broken into two parts

based on a partitioning measure. We concentrate on three such measures, namely, the minimum [41], average [28], and normalized

[32] cuts. The minimum cut partition seeks to minimize the total link weights cut. The average cut measure is proportional to the total link

weight cut, normalized by the sizes of the partitions. The normalized cut measure is normalized by the product of the total connectivity

(valencies) of the nodes in each partition. We provide theoretical and empirical insight into the nature of the three partitioning measures

in terms of the underlying image statistics. In particular, we consider for what kinds of image statistics would optimizing a measure,

irrespective of the particular algorithm used, result in correct partitioning. Are the quality of the groups significantly different for each cut

measure? Are there classes of images for which grouping by partitioning does not work well? Another question of interest is if the

recursive bipartitioning strategy can separate out groups corresponding to K objects from each other. In the analysis, we draw from

probability theory and the rich body of work on stochastic ordering of random variables. Our major conclusion is that optimization of

none of the three measures is guaranteed to result in the correct partitioning of K objects, in the strict stochastic order sense, for all

image statistics. Qualitatively speaking, under very restrictive conditions, when the average interobject feature affinity is very weak

when compared to the average intraobject feature affinity, the minimum cut measure is optimal. The average cut measure is optimal for

graphs whose partition width is less than the mode of distribution of all possible partition widths. The normalized cut measure is optimal

for a more restrictive subclass of graphs whose partition width is less than the mode of the partition width distributions and the strength

of interobject links is six times less than the intraobject links. Rigorous empirical evaluation on 50 real images indicates that, in practice,

the quality of the groups generated using minimum or average or normalized cuts are statistically equivalent for object recognition, i.e.,

the best, the mean, and the variation of the qualities are statistically equivalent. We also find that, for certain image classes, such as

aerial and scenes with man-made objects, in man-made surroundings, the performance of grouping by partitioning is the worst,

irrespective of the cut measure.

Index Terms—Perceptual organization, grouping, graph partitioning, stochastic orders, empirical evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

PERCEPTUAL organization refers to the process that groups

low-level image features based on emergent organiza-

tion exhibited among them, without the use of specific

object model knowledge. As a consequence of the generic

nature of this process, it imparts flexibility to vision systems

that are built upon it. This importance of the grouping

process has been theoretically established by Clemens and

Jacobs [8] in the context of indexing-based recognition and

by Grimson [13] in the context of constrained search-based

recognition, where the combinatorics reduce from an

exponential to a low order polynomial if we use an

intermediate grouping process.

Partitioning of a graph representation, defined over low-

level image features based on Gestalt inspired relations, is

an effective strategy for forming coherent perceptual

groups in an image. The usual practice, mainly motivated

by efficiency considerations, is to approximate the general

K-way partitioning solution by recursive bipartitioning,

where, at each step, the graph is broken into two parts

based on a partitioning measure. We concentrate on three

such measures, namely, the minimum [41], average [28],

and normalized [32] cuts. The minimum cut partition seeks

to minimize the total link weight cut. The average cut

measure is proportional to the total link weight cut,

normalized by the sizes of the partitions. The normalized

cut measure is normalized by the product of the total

connectivity (valency) of the nodes in each partition.

The questions we ask in this work are: For what kinds of

image statistics would optimizing each of the three

measures, irrespective of the particular algorithm used,

result in correct grouping of the low-level features? Another

question of interest is if the recursive bipartitioning strategy

can separate out groups corresponding to K objects from

each other. Do the nature of the cut measures really matter?

Are the quality of the groups significantly different for each

cut measure? Are there classes of images on which

grouping by partitioning does not work well?
The contributions of this paper are two-fold: First, we

analytically relate the nature of each partitioning measure
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to the underlying image statistics. This lets us quantify

under what conditions minimizing each measure would

give us the correct partitions. Our major conclusion is that

optimization of none of the three measures is guaranteed to

result in the correct partitioning into K objects, in the strict

stochastic order sense, for all image statistics. Qualitatively

speaking, under very restrictive conditions, when the

average interobject feature affinity is very weak when

compared to the average intraobject feature affinity, the

minimum cut measure is optimal. The average cut measure

is optimal for graphs whose partition width is less than the

mode of distribution of all possible partition widths. The

normalized cut measure is optimal for a more restrictive

subclass of graphs whose partition width is less than the

mode of the partition width distributions and the strength

of interobject links is six times less than the intraobject

links. Second, we empirically evaluate the groups pro-

duced by graph partitioning, based on the three measures,

viz. min-cut, average cut, and normalized cut, given the

task of grouping extended edge segments. Our findings in

this regard suggest that the quality of the groups with each

of these measures is statistically equivalent, as far as object

recognition is concerned. We also examine whether the

performance of the grouping-by-partitioning strategy de-

pends on the image class.

The exposition of this paper is organized as follows: In

the next section, we review the relevant work, mainly the

graph-based approaches to perceptual organization and

other related performance comparison work. In Section 3,

we present our theoretical analyses and work out the

relationships between the cut measures and the underlying

image statistics. In Section 4, we present an analysis of the

actual performance of the cut measures on real images. We

conclude by discussing the implications of our findings in

Section 5.

2 RELEVANT PRIOR WORK

One of the most common approaches to grouping is based

on graph representations that capture the structure

amongst low-level primitives such as image pixels, edge

pixels, straight lines, arcs, and region patches. The links of

the graph, which are typically weighted, capture the

association or affinity between the primitives. There are

two different classes of approaches for forming groups

from this graph representation. First is the class of

techniques that search for special graph structures such as

cycles [22], [16], [17], [26], [18], cliques [26], spanning trees

[42], or shortest paths [26], [6]. The second class of

techniques seeks to find clusters of graph nodes based on

some global coherence criterion [27], [39], [21], [28], [32],

[41], [12], [37], [10]. In particular, we look at techniques that

seek to form these node clusters by partitioning the graph.

Wu and Leahy [41] proposed the concept of using

minimum cuts for image segmentation. They constructed a

graph whose nodes represent pixels and links indicate

affinities. A sparse graph was created by using a suitable

threshold for the link weights. Clusters were formed by

recursively finding the minimum cuts of this graph using

an algorithm based on the Ford-Fulkerson theorem.

Gdalyahu et al. [12] approach the graph partitioning

problem by stochastic clustering. They partition the graph

into k parts by inducing a probability distribution over each

cut that decreases monotonically with its capacity.

Shi and Malik [32] suggested the novel normalized cut

measure for grouping edge pixels. The normalized cut

measure is the ratio of the edges cut to the product of

connectivity (valency) of the nodes in each partition. Perona

and Freeman [21] considered an asymmetric version of the

Shi and Malik normalized cut measure. The Perona and

Freeman cut is the ratio of the edges cut to the total edges

cut in the foreground objects.

Sarkar and Soundararajan [28] also use a graph partition-

based framework, but for grouping constant curvature edge

segment primitives. Their partition metric can be shown to be

equivalent to minimizing the edges cut, normalized by the

product of the sizes of each partition and, hence, can be

termed as the average cut. Both the normalized and the

average cuts can be well approximated by a solution

constructed out of the graph spectra. A graph spectrum is

the set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix

representation (e.g., adjacency, Laplacian, normalized Lapla-

cian, etc.) of the graph.

The works relevant to probabilistic analysis of the

grouping algorithm are the analyses performed by Amir

and Lindenbaum [1] and Berengolts and Lindenbaum [2].

Their analysis is based on a binomial distributed cue. The

number of background points falsely added to the group is

used to quantify the grouping quality. They provide an

upper bound on the number of false additions to the

foreground. Their analysis is done on complete graphs as

well as on locally dense graphs (k-connected). Recently,

Berengolts and Lindenbaum [2] analyzed the connected

components algorithm and used a probabilistic model to

derive expressions for addition errors and the group

fragmentation rate, taking into account interfering or

nonindependent cues.

Three studies that considered comparison of different

graph clustering methods are those of Weiss [38], who

studied similarities of graph spectral methods for segmen-

tation, Williams and Thornber [40], who considered

clustering methods based on the affinity matrix, and Matula

[19], who considered clustering methods based on the

proximity matrix. Weiss compared four different spectral

algorithms, namely, Perona and Freeman [21], Shi and

Malik [32], Scott and Longuet-Higgins [29], and Costeira

and Kanade [9], and proposed one of his own combinations

for segmentation. In his analysis, Weiss considered an

image with two clusters with different but constant within

cluster and between cluster affinities. He extended his

analysis to the case when the variation of the within and

between cluster dissimilarities are small and to the case

when between cluster affinities are zero. He found that
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Scott and Longuet-Higgins performs well for constant

blocks (clusters of the same size) and Shi-Malik performs

well for nonconstant blocks.

Williams and Thornber consider the association-based

saliency measures of Shashua and Ullman [30], Herault and

Hourad [15], Sarkar and Boyer [27], Guy and Medioni [14],

and Williams and Jacobs [39]. They also propose a new

saliency measure that defines salience of an edge to be the

relative number of closed random walks that visit that

edge. They first compare these saliency measures on simple

test patterns consisting of (30, 20, and 10 uniformly spaced)

edges from a circle in a background of 100 edges of random

position and orientation. Performance was quantified based

on the computed saliencies of the object (circle) edges. In

the second part of the study, they used edge-detected

32� 32, images of nine different fruits and vegetables in

front of a uniform background. To simulate realistic noisy

backgrounds, they used nine Canny edge detected textured

images as mask patterns. The test patterns were then

constructed by ANDing the vegetable silhouettes into the

center 32� 32 regions of the 64� 64 sized edge detected

textures. For their test setup, they use a total of 405 patterns

with different signal-to-noise ratios and discuss just the

false positive rate compared to the noisy edges. However,

the strategy for choosing the parameters for each of the

saliency measures is not clear.

Matula [19] used the connectivity feature of the graph to

induce subgraphs of the proximity graph. He derives

three measures for clustering methods, namely, k-bond,

k-component, and k-block. These metrics are based on a

cohesiveness function, which was defined for all nodes and

edges of the graph, as the maximal edge-connectivity of any

subgraph containing k elements. He also mentions briefly

about applying these measures on random proximity

graphs.

Our study complements and extends the previous studies

in grouping in that we 1) consider K-objects in the scene,

instead of just two, for the theoretical analysis, 2) relate the

distribution of the cut measures to the underlying image

statistics, and 3) undertake a rigorous and extensive empirical

evaluation. The empirical evaluation is conducted on real

images, using a rigorous automated parameter selection

process, and thorough statistical analyses.

3 THEORETICAL ANALYSES

There is a rich body of prior work on the analysis of graph

cuts. Most works consider the classic problem of minimum

cut or the problem of graph bisection, which has origins in

VLSI. The graph bisection problem involves computing the

minimum cut with constraints on the sizes of the partitions

such as the oft-used equal sized partitions requirement. The

minimum cut problem is a well-studied one that has also

been extended to partitioning into k-parts [25]. While the

minimum cut problem without any constraint on partition

size has polynomial complexity, the problem of graph

bisection with equal sized partitions is NP-complete. In fact,

Wagner and Wagner [36] showed that the problem of graph

bisection with unequal partition sized constraints, with

minimum partition size that is Oð�N�Þ, is also NP-hard.

Because of this computational challenge there is interest in

the design of approximate algorithms or optimal algorithms

for restricted graph classes. One of the earlier works toward

this end is by Bui et al. [5], who described a polynomial time

algorithm that computes the minimum bisection, optimally

for d-regular random graphs and bisection width of b. Later,

Boppana [3] showed that graph bisection could be

computed, for almost all graphs, by maximizing the largest

eigenvalue of the transformation of adjacency matrix of the

graph. The analysis is based on a random graph model that

involves n vertices with m edges, with a bisection width of

b. More recently, Yu and Cheng [35] showed that the

Boppana bisection could also be computed efficiently using

semidefinite programming. For k-regular graphs, Saab and

Rao [23] showed that the greedy strategy for finding the

graph bisection could find approximate solutions that are

close to the optimal one.

Our analysis is different in many respects from tradi-

tional analyses of graph cuts. One fundamental difference is

that we are concerned with analyzing the cut measures

themselves and not concerned with the optimality of

particular algorithmic strategies used to solve the problem.

For example, we would like to know if recursively

minimizing the average cut would result in correct groups.

Would it result in correct groups for all image statistics? We

are not interested, at least in this section, in designing

algorithms that find the optimal average cut of a given

graph instance. Finding an optimal solution to, say, the

average cut problem, is not useful if minimizing it does not

result in groups that segregate objects from each other. The

second difference is that, in addition to the minimum cut

measure, we consider the average and normalized cut

measures, which are relatively new. The graph bisection

and even the generalized k-section version, that have been

studied quite a bit is not appropriate in the vision context

since we do not a priori know the number of features from

each object. The third new aspect is the modeling of the

partition space (f -space), that we use; it is appropriate only

in the context of the object recognition problem. This

restricted context helps in managing the exponential size

of the partition space. Another direction in which we push

the state of art, at least in the context of graph-based

grouping methods, is in that we consider weighted graphs.

We provide theoretical insight into the nature of the three

partitioning measures in terms of the underlying image

statistics. In particular, we consider for what kinds of image

statistics would optimizing a measure, irrespective of the

particular algorithm used, result in correct partitioning.

Another question of interest is if the recursive bipartitioning

strategy can separate out groups corresponding to K objects

from each other. For the analysis, we draw from probability

theory and the rich body of work on stochastic ordering of
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random variables [31]. Our major conclusion is that none of

the three measures is guaranteed to result in the correct

partitioning of K objects, in the strict stochastic order sense,

for all image statistics. Qualitatively speaking, under very

restrictive conditions when the average interobject feature

affinity is very weak when compared to the average

intraobject feature affinity, the minimum cut measure is

optimal. The normalized cut measure is partially optimal, i.e.,

optimal over a restricted range of cut values, when interobject

mean feature affinity is somewhat weak than the mean

intraobject affinity. And, the average cut measure is also

partially optimal, but with the least restrictive requirement

that the mean interobject affinity be just less than the mean

intraobject affinity.

In our analysis, we assume that we have a weighted

scene structure graph, with positive valued weights, which

is true for most grouping strategies. Fig. 1 depicts the

notations that we use in this section and formally define

below.

Definition 1. Let

1. the number of objects be denoted by K and the object

themselves be denoted by O1; � � � ; OK ,
2. the number of features of the ith object be denoted byNi,

and
3. the weights of a link, Xi

lm, between the lth and mth

features (or nodes) from the same ith object be a

Gamma random variable with

P ðXi
lm ¼ xÞ ¼ Gammað
Þ ¼

1

ÿð
Þx

ÿ1eÿx;

where ÿðxÞ is the standard gamma function. Recall that

Gamma random variables take on values between 0 and

1. The mean and the variance are both 
 and the mode is


ÿ 1. The parameter 
 is also known as the shape

parameter.
4. the weights of a link, Y ij

lm, between the lth feature from

the ith object and the mth feature from the jth object

be a Gamma random variable with

P ðY ij
lm ¼ yÞ ¼ Gammað!Þ ¼

1

ÿð!Þ y
!ÿ1eÿy:

We can assume that the strength of the association between

interobject features will be lower than that between intraob-

ject features.

Assumption 1. Both the mean and the mode of the weight

distribution for links between features from different objects are

lower than that for links between features from the same object,

i.e., ! < 
. This, based on the theory presented in next section,

would imply that Y ij
lm <lt X

i
lm, i.e., Y ij

lm is stochastically less

than Xi
lm.

In the 50 real images that we have experimented with, the

estimated 

! ratio is around 7. Fig. 2 shows the fit of the gamma

model to distribution of link weights, both between inter and

intraobject features.
We also use the oft assumed property that

Assumption 2. The link weights are independent random

variables.

We need notations to characterize a bipartition of a

multiobject association graph. Instead of representing each

possible partition individually, which is combinatorially

explosive, we represent the possible bipartition classes as

follows:

Definition 2. A bipartition result in two partitions (S1 and S2)

such that fiNi features from the ith object are in one partition

(S1) and the rest of the ð1ÿ fiÞNi features are in the other

partition (S2). A class of equivalent bipartitions is character-

ized by the column vector: f ¼ ðf1; � � � ; fKÞT .

Note that fis are discrete numbers that range from 0 to 1

in increments of 1
Ni

. For recursive bipartitioning to

eventually result in the correct K-way cut, fi should be 0

or 1, excluding the case when all fis are 0 or all fis are 1. In

the context of object recognition, all partitions in a

bipartition classes are considered to be equivalent in

computational terms of how they would impact object

recognition. The underlying assumption in this context is

that all features from the same object are equally important.

This assumption is not new and has been made by others

when analyzing object recognition systems, such as by

Clemens and Jacobs [8] in the context of indexing-based

recognition and by Grimson [13] for constrained search-

based recognition.
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It is trivial to show that

Lemma 1. The partition class ðf1; � � � ; fKÞ is equivalent to the
partition class ð1ÿ f1; � � � ; 1ÿ fKÞ.

Definition 3. Let 0 and 1 denote vectors whose components are
all 0 and 1, respectively.

Definition 4. Let � denote the set of vectors ��, each of whose
components, �i is either 0 or 1, excluding the vectors 0 and 1.
The dimension of �� is the same as that of f .

Definition 5. Let � denote the set of vectors ��, whose ith
components is either 0 or 1

Ni
, excluding the vector 0.

Definition 6. Let 	 denote the set of vectors   , whose ith

components is either 1 or 1ÿ 1
Ni

, excluding the vector 1.

The corner points on the boundary of the domain of
possible partitioning classes is given by the set f� [ � [	g.
That the elements of � will be boundary corner points is
obvious. The elements in the sets 	 and � arise because we
exclude f ¼ 0 and f ¼ 1, which do not represent a
“partition.” We also make use of the fact that the possible
values for fi are k

Ni
for k ¼ 0; 1; � � � ; Ni. Partitions repre-

sented by the elements in 	 and � are undesirable
partitions that separate just one feature of some object(s)
from the others. The elements of � represent the set of
desired partition classes, where none of the individual
objects are partitioned.

Using the above notations and assumptions, we next
establish the probability models for cut weight, association
within each partition, and the number of features in each
partition. Note that the sizes of each partition class f will
not appear in the analysis since we are interested in
algorithm independent characteristics. The use of partition
class sizes would be relevant when analyzing a particular

partitioning strategy that makes choices about different
partition classes in a selected manner.

Lemma 2. The total link weights cut, �cðfÞ, for partitions in the
class f is a Gamma random variable, Gammað�ðfÞÞ, where
�ðfÞ ¼ fTPð1ÿ fÞ and P is a K �K matrix with

Pði; jÞ ¼ 
N2
i for i ¼ j

!NiNj for i 6¼ j:

�
ð1Þ

Proof. The cut links are of two kinds, interobject and
intraobject links. The total weight of the cut interobject
links is a sum of individual Gamma variables specified byP

i6¼j
P

l

P
m Y

ij
lm. The number of the intraobject links is a

random variable given by
P

i

P
l

P
m X

i
lm. These sums are

also Gamma distributed, which follows from the property
that, if X1 is Gammað�1Þ and X2 is Gammað�2Þ, then
X1 þX2 is Gammað�1 þ �2Þ.

Thus,
P

i

P
l

P
m X

i
lm is Gamma ð


P
i fið1ÿfiÞN2

i Þ andP
i6¼j
P

l

P
m Y

ij
lm is Gamma ð!

P
i6¼j fið1ÿ fjÞNiNjÞ. T h e

sum of these two sums will again be a Gamma random

variable, whose shape parameter can be compactly

expressed in the above specified matrix notation by using

P, which is a K X K matrix as specified in the lemma. tu
Lemma 3. The number of features in each partition can be

expressed as

SizeS1
ðfÞ ¼ fTN

SizeS2
ðfÞ ¼ ð1ÿ fÞTN;

ð2Þ

where N is a column vector whose ith entry is Ni.

Proof. This follows trivially from SizeS1
ðfÞ ¼

P
i fiNi and

SizeS2
ðfÞ ¼

P
ið1ÿ fiÞNi. tu
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Lemma 4. The sum of the link weights, �1 and �2, in the two

partitions, S1 and S2, respectively, from the partition class, f ,

are Gamma distributed random variable given by

�1ðfÞ is Gamma fTP0f ÿ fTQ
ÿ �

�2ðfÞ is Gamma ð1ÿ fÞTP0ð1ÿ fÞ ÿ ð1ÿ fÞTq
� �

;
ð3Þ

where P0 is a K X K matrix defined as,

P0ði; jÞ ¼ 0:5
N2
i for i ¼ j

!NiNj for i 6¼ j

�
ð4Þ

and q is a column vector of size K with entries qðiÞ ¼ 0:5
Ni,

where i 2 1; . . . ; K.

Proof. We use the fact that the sum of gamma random

variables is also a gamma random variable whose shape

parameter is the sum of the shape parameters of the

constituent random variables. Within each part, separately

counting the inter and intraobject links we have

�1ðfÞ is Gamma

�XK
i¼1

0:5

ÿ
f2
i N

2
i ÿ fiNi

�
þ

X
i6¼j

!fifjNiNj

�

�2ðfÞ is Gamma

�XK
i¼1

0:5

ÿ
ð1ÿ fiÞ2N2

i ÿ ð1ÿ fiÞNi

�
þ

X
i6¼j

!ð1ÿ fiÞð1ÿ fjÞNiNj

�
:

ð5Þ

Using the matrix P0, we can compactly express the shape

parameter as specified in this lemma. tu

3.1 Comparing Random Variables: Stochastic
Orders

In our analysis, we will derive expressions for the

probability density functions describing the distributions

of the cut measures as a function of the partition classes,

denoted by �ðfÞ. We will have to compare these random

variables to establish optimality. Specifically, we will

compare the random variables representing cut values for

partition classes in � with those that are not �. We would

like to know if �ðf 2 �Þ < minf 62� �ðfÞ. The simplest way is

to compare the mean values of two random variables,

which has been our earlier strategy [33]. As an example of

this type of comparison, Figs. 3 and 4 show the nature of

the variation of the expected values of the three cut

measures as a function of all possible partitions, ðf1; f2Þ,
of an image with two object, for two different image

statistics. In each figure, the desired partition, namely,

ðf1 ¼ 1; f2 ¼ 0Þ, is represented by the corner of the space,

indicated by an arrow. (In the following sections, we derive

exact expressions for these mean values. We preview these

means just for illustration of the nature of the variation.)

Notice that, both the expected value of average cut and the

normalized cut measures seem to be well formed with a

minimum at the right partition, while the expected

minimum cut does not always have a minimum at the
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correct partition. Thus, the expected value of the average

and normalized cut measure for partitions that do not split

object features is lower than those partitions that do split

feature from the same object into two partitions. These

visual observations regarding the mean values of the cuts

have been analytically proven in [33].

This comparison of means is somewhat informative, but

does not establish strong results. Hence, we turn to the body of

work in stochastic orders that establishes definitions for

comparing random variables. In this section, we present

some of the key concepts and results that we will use in our

subsequent analyses. For an extensive exposition of stochastic

orders, we refer the reader to the excellent book by Shaked

and Shanthikumar [31].

An extremely strong way to define ordering of random

variables X and Y is to insist that every realization of X be

less than Y , i.e., ProbðX < Y Þ ¼ 1. However, this is an

overly restrictive definition, applicable only for very few

real world situations. There are other ways of defining

stochastic ordering that are less strong, but widely applic-

able. Interestingly, some of these orderings can be related to

the strong ordering sense through proper transformations.

Among the many ways of defining stochastic ordering

between random variables, we pick two that are of

particular interest to us.

Definition 7. A random variable X is stochastically less than Y ,

X �st Y , if P ðX < tÞ � P ðY < tÞ for every t.

In other words, one random variable is less than another

one in the stochastic sense when it is more likely forX than for

Y to have values less than any given number. Intuitively, this

sense of stochastic order is appealing but is sometimes

mathematically hard to establish, so, we usually consider the

following sense.

Definition 8. A random variable X is less than Y in the

likelihood order sense, X �lr Y , if P ðX¼tÞ
P ðY¼tÞ is a decreasing

in t over the union of the supports of X and Y .

In other words, lower values are more likely forX and for

Y . Although this sense of stochastic order seems to be

unintuitive, it turns out that it is easier to establish this

mathematically than the stochastic sense and is the stronger of

the two senses. The following properties are of particular

interest to us.

1. IfX �lr Y , thenX �st Y . In otherwords, the likelihood

ratio sense is a stronger sense of stochastic order.
2. X �st Y if and only if there exists two random

variables X̂X and ŶY , defined on the same prob-
ability space such that X̂X ¼st X and ŶYst ¼ Y and
P ðX̂X � ŶY Þ ¼ 1. Notice the connection to the stron-
gest sense of stochastic order.

3. If X �lr Y , then fðXÞ �lr fðY Þ, where f is an increas-

ing function.
4. If X �lr Y , then E½fðXÞ� �lr E½fðY Þ� where f is an

increasingfunction.Thus,statisticalpropertiessuchas

the mean and moments ofX would be less than those

for Y .
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Fig. 4. The expected values of the three measures, (a) minimum cut, (b) average cut, and (c) normalized cut measures plotted as a function of f1 and f2

for a scene with similar sized objects and with the strength of connection within objects being 20 times the strength between objects, i.e., N1 ¼ N2,


 ¼ 20; and ! ¼ 1.



5. Let ðXi; YiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 be independent pairs of random

variables such that Xi �lr Yi for i ¼ 1; 2. If Xi; Yi are

log-concave densities, then X1 þX2 <lr Y1 þ Y2.
6. Let X be a random variable independent of

Yi; i ¼ 1; � � � ; N . If X �st Yi for i ¼ 1; � � � ; N then

X �st mini Yi. This property is important to establish

optimality in the presence of the minimizing opera-

tion involved in the graph partitioning operation.
7. Let X and Y be gamma random variables with

parameters ð�1; b1Þ and ð�2; b2Þ, respectively. If for

every t, �ðk1; b1Þ � �ðk2; b2Þ, where �ðk; bÞ ¼ kÿ t
b ,

then X �lr Y . This is easily established by taking a

derivative of the ratio of the two pdfs and requiring

that it be less than zero. In the analysis, the normal-

izing constants drop out and we are left with just the

terms involving the random variable values. We will

refer to � as the likelihood ratio ordering characteristic

function. If the inequality between the �s is true only

for a range of t, then the corresponding random

variables are ordered only over that range. Note that

for the ordering to be valid over all t, k1 and b1 should

be less than k2 and b2, respectively.
8. Let X and Y are beta random variables1 with

parameters ða1; b1Þ and ða2; b2Þ, respectively. The

likelihood ratio ordering characteristic function for

two beta variables is given by �ða; bÞ ¼ aþ tðbÿ aÞ. If

for every t, �ða1; b1Þ � �ða2; b2Þ, then X �lr Y . Note

that, for the ordering to be valid over all t, a1 and b1

should be less than a2 and b2, respectively.

3.2 Minimum Cut

A minimum cut-based graph bipartition will try to minimize
the total weight of cut links (�c), whose distribution as a
function of the partition class are specified in Lemma 2.
Ideally, we would like each recursive bipartitioning not to
split features from a single object into two groups. In other
words, the minimum value of the cut should happen for
partitions of the type f 2 � or fi ¼ �i. In particular, we are
interested in the event �cð�Þ < minf 62� �cðfÞ. Using Property 6
from the previous section, it would suffice to establish the
conditions under which �cð�Þ < �cðf 62 �Þ. To answer this
question,we firstestablishafewlemmasabout thebehaviorof
the shape parameter governing the distribution of �c, i.e.,
�ðfÞ ¼ fTPð1ÿ fÞ.
Lemma 5. The function, �ðfÞ ¼ fTPð1ÿ fÞ, is a concave

function in the space of partition classes f .

Proof. Let f1 and f2 be two partition classes. A linear

combination of these two vectors is given by

�f1 þ ð1ÿ �Þf2, where � 2 ð0; 1Þ. For a concave func-

tion, the following relation must be true.

ð�f1 þ ð1ÿ �Þf2ÞTPð1ÿ �f1 ÿ ð1ÿ �Þf2Þ >
�f1

TPð1ÿ f1Þ þ ð1ÿ �Þf2TPð1ÿ f2Þðf2 ÿ f1ÞTPðf2 ÿ f1Þ > 0:

ð6Þ

In deriving the above, we have used the facts that

1) f1
TPf2 ¼ f2

TPf1, since P is a symmetric matrix and

2) �ð1ÿ �Þ > 0. The above-required condition can be

rearranged into

FTpF > 0;

where F1ðiÞ ¼ Niðf1ðiÞ ÿ f2ðiÞÞ, and

pði; jÞ ¼ 
 for i ¼ j
! for i 6¼ j:

�
ð7Þ

This transformed condition would be true if p is a

positive definite matrix, which it is. The matrix p can be

expressed as the sum of a diagonal matrix, with positive

diagonal entries 
ÿ !, and a constant matrix, all of

whose entries are !. Since the diagonal matrix is positive

definite and the constant matrix is positive semidefinite,

their sum is positive definite. tu

Lemma 6. The partition classes, f , that minimize the function

�ðfÞ¼ fTPð1ÿ fÞwould also maximize jSizeS1
ðfÞÿSizeS2

ðfÞj.
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Let us assume that f

minimizes �ðfÞ, but the corresponding jSizeS1
ðfÞ ÿ

SizeS2
ðfÞj is not the maximum possible. We show that we

can derive an f 0 with a lower value of �ðf 0Þ, but with larger

difference in sizes than this assumed minimum partition.

Let us consider the kth component of f , representing the

partition of the features from the kth object. The function

�ðfÞ can be expressed as the sum of two types of terms: the

terms that include fk and those that do not. We denote the

aggregate of the terms that do not include kth object byK.

We can then express �ðfÞ as:

�ðfÞ ¼ K þ pkkfkð1ÿ fkÞN2
k þ

�X
j 6¼k

pð1ÿ fjÞNj

�
fkNk

þ
�X
j6¼k

pfjNj

�
ð1ÿ fkÞNk

¼ K þ pkkfkð1ÿ fkÞN2
k þ

X
j6¼k

pfjNjNk

þ
�X
j6¼k

p ð1ÿ fjÞNj ÿ fjNj

ÿ ��
fkNk

¼ K þ pkkfkð1ÿ fkÞN2
k þ

X
j6¼k

pfjNjNk

þ pðNþ ÿNÿÞfkNk;

ð8Þ

where we used Nþ and Nÿ to denote
P

j6¼kð1ÿ fjÞNj andP
j6¼k fjNj, respectively. Note that Nþ and Nÿ represent

the size of the two partitions excluding object k.

If ðNþ > NÿÞ, then choosing fk ¼ 0 will give us a lower

value for �ðfÞ, which also results in a partitioning vector

whose ðSizeS2
ðfÞ ÿ SizeS1

ðfÞÞ is larger than our starting

vector. If ðNþ < NÿÞ, then choosing fk ¼ 1 will give us a

lower value for �ðfÞ. In this case, too, the resulting

partitioning vector would have jSizeS2
ðfÞ ÿ SizeS1

ðfÞj that

is larger than for our starting vector. tu
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1. If X is a beta distribution, then the probability density function is given
by pðxÞ ¼ 1

Bða;bÞ x
aÿ1ð1ÿ uÞbÿ1 for 0 < x < 1, whereBða; bÞ is the beta function.



As a consequence of the above two lemmas, we have

Corollary 1. The possible candidates for the minimum value of

�ðfÞ are those partitions in �;�, and 	 that have only one

component that is different from all the others, i.e., the set

ff��j
P

i �i ¼ 1
Ni
g [ f  j

P
i  i ¼ 1ÿ 1

Ni
g [ f��j

P
i �i ¼ 1gg.

This follows from the facts that 1) the �ðfÞ is a concave

function, hence, the minimum will be achieved by partitions

represented by the boundary of the domain and 2) these

candidates represent the most disparate sized partitions on

the boundary.

Theorem 1. The recursive partitioning strategy based on the

minimization of the cut values will result in correct groups, in

the likelihood ratio-based stochastic order sense, if ! < 

NÿN1

,

where N1 ¼ minfN1; � � � ; NKg.
Proof. The assertion would be true if �cðf 2 �Þ, the cut

value for correct partition classes, is less than

�cðf 62 �Þ. Since these random variables are gamma

distributed (Theorem 2), �cðf 2 �Þ �lr �cðf 62 �Þ, if

�ðf 2 �Þ � �ðf 62 �Þ, where the �s are the shape

parameters of the corresponding densities. From

Corollary 1, we know that the lowest value of � will

be for partition classes in 	, �, or �.

�ðf 2 �Þ ¼ ð
ÿ !ÞNi þ ð!N ÿ 
Þ ð9Þ

and

�ðf 2 �Þ ¼ !NiðN ÿNiÞ: ð10Þ

The minimum value of the above two �s will be for the

case when Ni is the minimum possible.

The required condition, i.e., �ðf 2 �Þ > �ðf 2 �Þ can

be transformed as follows:

ð
ÿ !ðN ÿNiÞÞðNi ÿ 1Þ > 0: ð11Þ

The above will be always true if ! < 

NÿN1

, where

N1 ¼ minfN1; � � � ; NKg. Since the vectors in 	 represent

the same partitions as the one in �, we do not need any

other condition. tu

3.3 Average Cut

We first establish that the average cut values are general

gamma distributed variables, whose parameters are func-

tions of the partition classes. This, we follow by an

enunciation of the conditions under which minimizing this

measure will lead to correct partitioning in the stochastic

sense. We find that for graphs with partition widths, i.e. the

minimum average cut value, is less than !N , minimizing the

average cut makes sense.

Lemma 7. The average cut value �avgðfÞ for partition in the

partition class f is a gamma random variable distributed

according to

Gamma fTPð1ÿ fÞ; N

fTNNT 1ÿ fð Þ

� �
:

Proof. The average cut measure of a partition is the total cut

link weight normalized by the product of the sizes of the

two partitions.

�avgðfÞ ¼ N
�cðfÞ

SizeS1
ðfÞSizeS2

ðfÞ : ð12Þ

Thus, the average cut measure for partitions in f is a

gamma random variable that is scaled by product of the

partition size. Recall that, if X is Gammað�Þ, then bX is

general Gammað�; bÞ distribution.2 The final expression

follow from this observation and the expressions in

Theorem 2 and Lemma 3. tu

Lemma 8. The mean value of the average-cut cost, �avgðfÞ, attains

its minimum at f 2 � and this minimum is a constant !N .

Proof. The matrix P can be expressed as sum of a diagonal

and nondiagonal matrix: P ¼ P1 þP2, where

P1ði; jÞ ¼ ð
ÿ !ÞN2
i for i ¼ j

0 for i 6¼ j:

�
ð13Þ

and

P2ði; jÞ ¼ !NiNj: ð14Þ

It is easy to see that P2 ¼ !NNT . Thus, the expression

for the expected average cut is given by

�avgðfÞ ¼ N
P

ið
ÿ !Þfið1ÿ fiÞN2
iP

i

P
j fið1ÿ fjÞNiNj

þ !N: ð15Þ

Using Assumption 1, we can easily see that the first term

on the right hand side is always positive and will attain a

minimum value of 0 whenever all fis are 0 or 1, in other

words f 2 �. The denominator of the first term is never 0

for valid partitions f 2 �. Thus, the minimum value of

!N is attained by partition vectors in �. tu

Theorem 2. The average cut measure �avgðfÞ will result in a

minimum, in the stochastic order sense over a restricted range

ð0; !NÞ, for partitions in �. This restricted range always

includes the mode and the mean of the optimal cut values.

Proof. We would like to establish that �avgðf 2 �Þ �st
minf 62� �avgðfÞ. Based on Properties 1 and 6 from

Section 3.1, we just need to show that �avgðf 2 �Þ �lr
�avgðf 62 �Þ. For this to be true, the likelihood ratio

ordering characteristic function, �, should attain a

minimum for f 2 �. Using Property 7 from Section 3.1

and the expression derived earlier in this section, the

function � for average cut values can be expressed as
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2. The general Gamma distribution given by 1
ÿð�Þb

x
b

ÿ ��ÿ1
eÿ

x
b for x > 0,

where b is the scaling factor.



�ð�ðfÞ; bðfÞÞ ¼ �ðfÞ ÿ t

bðfÞ

¼ fTPð1ÿ fÞ ÿ t

N
fTNNT 1ÿ fð Þ

¼ fT Pÿ tNNT

N

� �
ð1ÿ fÞ:

ð16Þ

Using a derivation similar to that in the proof for

Lemma 5, we can show that the function �ð�ðfÞ; bðfÞÞ is

concave if pÿ t
N 11T is positive definite, where p is as

defined in Lemma 5. This condition results in the

requirement that t < !N .

Using this concavity property, we can say that �ðf 2
f�;	;�gÞ � �ðf 62 f�;	;�gÞ for t < !N . We can also

infer that �avgðf 2 f	;�gÞ 6�lr �avgðf 2 �Þ using the fact

that the minimum of mean of the �avg is achieved for f 2 �

(Lemma 8). Thus, we have �avgðf 2 �Þ �lr �avgðf 62 �Þ but

only for t < !N . Note that!N is also the mean value of cut

value for optimal partitions, �avgðf 2 �Þ (from Lemma 8);

since for gamma random variables the mode is less than or

equal to the mean, the assertion of the theorem follows. tu
This theorem suggests that minimizing the average cut is

appropriate for graphs whose partition width, or the

minimum average cut value for the graph, is less than

!N . It can be easily established that Prðt < !NÞ > 0:5 using

the fact the median of a gamma random variable is always

less than the mean value, which in this case is !N .

3.4 Normalized Cut

We show that the normalized cut is a sum of two

betadistributed random variables, whose parameters are

functions of the partition classes. Using this, we derive the

condition that, if 
 > 3! and the partition width, i.e., the

minimum value of the normalized cut value, is less than 0.5,

minimizing the normalized cut measure makes sense.

Lemma 9. The normalized cut value �nrmðfÞ for partitions in the

partition class f is a sum of two beta random variables,

�1
nrmðfÞ þ �2

nrmðfÞ. The random variable �1
nrmðfÞ is Beta

(�ðfÞ; aðfÞ) and �2
nrmðfÞ is Beta (�ðfÞ; bðfÞ), where the

parameters are

�ðfÞ ¼ fTPð1ÿ fÞ

aðfÞ ¼ fTP0f ÿ fTq

bðfÞ ¼ ð1ÿ fÞTP0ð1ÿ fÞ ÿ ð1ÿ fÞTq:

Proof. The normalized cut measure of a partition is the total

cut link weight normalized by the sum of the inverses of

the connectivities of the partitions. The connectivity of

each partition is the sum of the valencies of the nodes in

that partition, which can be expressed as the sum of the

valencies within each partition and the cut value. Using

the notations from Lemmas 2 and 3, the normalized cut

random variable can be expressed as

�nrmðfÞ ¼
�cðfÞ

�cðfÞ þ �1ðfÞ
þ �cðfÞ

�cðfÞ þ �2ðfÞ
: ð17Þ

We have also established in Lemmas 2 and 3 that �c;�1,

and �2 are all gamma random variables. The claims of

this lemma follow from this and the basic property that,

if X1 and X2 are independent gamma distributed

random variables with scale parameter b and shape

parameters �1 and �2, respectively, then X1

X1þX2
is a beta

distributed random variable with parameters �1 and �2.tu

Corollary 2. The mean and mode of the normalized cut value

�nrmðfÞ for partition in the partition class f are given by

�nrmðfÞ ¼
�ðfÞ

�ðfÞ þ aðfÞ þ
�ðfÞ

�ðfÞ þ bðfÞ

ModenrmðfÞ ¼
�ðfÞ ÿ 1

�ðfÞ þ aðfÞ ÿ 2
þ �ðfÞ ÿ 1

�ðfÞ þ bðfÞ ÿ 2
:

Note that, for f 2 �, when we expect � < a or b, the mode

will be less than the mean value.

Theorem 3. The normalized cut measure �nrmðfÞ will result in a

minimum, in the stochastic order sense over a restricted range

ð0; 0:5Þ, for partitions in �. This restricted range will include

the mode and the mean of the optimal cut values if the

! < 

6
N1ÿ1
NÿN1

, where N1 ¼ minfN1; � � � ; NKg.
Proof. Property 5 from Section 3.1 establishes the conditions

for sum of two beta random variables to be stochastically

less than sum of two other beta variables. Thus, we need to

show that �i
nrmðf 2 �Þ <st minf 62� �i

nrmðfÞ, for i ¼ 1; 2. We

sketch the proof for �1 and the proof for �2 is along similar

lines.

The required condition is that the likelihood ratio

ordering characteristic function, �, should attain a

minimum for f 2 �. Using Property 8 from Section 3.1

and the expression derived earlier in this section, the

function � for normalized cut values can be expressed as

�ð�ðfÞ; aðfÞÞ ¼ �ðfÞ þ tðaðfÞ ÿ �ðfÞÞ
¼ fTPð1ÿ fÞ þ tðfTP0f ÿ fTqÿ fTP0ð1ÿ fÞÞ
¼ fTP00ð1ÿ fÞ þ tfT ðP1ÿ qÞ;

ð18Þ

where,

P00ði; jÞ ¼ ð1ÿ tÞ
N2
i for i ¼ j

ð1ÿ 2tÞ!NiNj for i 6¼ j:

�
For the required condition, this function �ð�ðfÞ; aðfÞÞ
should be concave, which is true only for t < 0:5.

Using this concavity property, we can say that �ðf 2
f�;	;�gÞ �st �ðf 62 f�;	;�gÞ for t < 0:5. We can also

infer that �1
nrmðf 2 f	;�gÞ 6�lr �1

nrmðf 2 �Þ by compar-

ing the corresponding means. Thus, we have

�1
nrmðf 2 �Þ �lr �1

nrmðf 62 �Þ, but only for t < 0:5. We

can derive the same condition for �2
nrm.
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For this range, t < 0:5, to include the mean and the

mode normalized cut values of correct partitions,

ðf 2 �Þ, we can show using the expression for the

mean that 3�ðfÞ < minðaðfÞ; bðfÞÞ. If we assume that

the smallest object size is N1, then for f 2 �,

minðaðfÞ; bðfÞÞ¼ 0:5
N1ðN1 ÿ 1Þ and the corresponding

�ðfÞ ¼ !ðfÞN1ðN ÿN1Þ. From these, we can derive the

required condition to be ! < 

6
N1ÿ1
NÿN1

; the strength (as

measured by the mean values) of the connections

inside the smallest object should be more than six

times larger than that between the objects. tu
Thus, we have results similar to, but somewhat more

restrictive conditions than that for the average cut measure.

Minimizing the normalized cut is appropriate for graphs

whose partition width, or the minimum normalized cut

value for the graph, is less than 0.5 and the within-object

connections are at least six times stronger than the between-

object connections. Since the mean and the mode of the cut

values for f 2 � are included in the range ð0; 0:5Þ, we

conjecture that the median is also included in this range, at

least for f 2 � and, so, Prðt < 0:5Þ > 0:5.

4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

The prediction from theory is that the optimization of each of

the partition measures should result in groups of varying

quality. While the minimization of the average cut and the

normalized cut measuresshould,at leastmore than50 percent

of the time, be able to correctly group features from multiple

objects, the optimization of the minimum cut measure will

not be able to do so under all image statistics conditions.

However, in practice, slight degradation in group quality

does not really matter. The empirical question we ask is

whether the quality of the groups produced by recursive

minimization of the three measures are sufficiently different

to significantly impact object recognition. To answer this

question, we empirically evaluate the groups produced by

graph partitioning based on the min-cut, average cut, and

normalized cut, given the task of grouping constant curvature

edge segments for object recognition by constrained search-

based techniques. We augment the min-cut strategy with

additional logic to prevent splintering of small groups of

features, which it is prone to do. We simply do not partition if

size of one of the resulting partitions is smaller than a user

specified minimum cluster size.

The hypothesis of this empirical study is that the quality of the

groups of constant curvature segments obtained by minimiz-

ing the three partition measures, i.e., min-cut, average cut,

and normalized cut, are not sufficiently different to impact

object recognition in a statistically significant manner.

The road map for this section is as follows: First, we discuss

the strategy for the construction and quantification of the

scene structure graph, which we will partition to form the

groups. Second, we outline how we implement each of the

partitioning techniques. Third, we discuss the performance

measure used. Fourth, we discuss the strategy for parameter

selection; then, we present extensive statistical analyses.

4.1 The Scene Structure Graph

For this study, we consider the grouping of extended image

edge features, namely, constant curvature segments—

straight line segments and circular arcs. Other possible

choices of the low-level primitives might be pixels or region

patches, which are not considered here. The grouping

framework is essentially the same as that described in [28].

We present just the sketch of the essential aspects.

The Gestalt inspired relationships of parallelism, perpen-

dicularity (T and L-junctions), proximity, continuity, and

common region form the basis for the formulation of the link

weights between any two nodes representing the constant

curvature segments. The links are quantified based on the

following attributes computed between any two edge

segments.

1. The maximum and the minimum distance of the end

points of the smaller segments to the larger segment,

normalized by the length of the larger segment.
2. The overlap between the two segments.
3. The minimum distance between the end points of the

two segments, normalized by the length of the larger

segment.
4. The difference in slope.
5. In addition to the above geometric attributes, we

compute two photometric attributes, rmag and rwidth,

that are based on the response of the second
derivative of the smoothed image function near the

edge. At the edge, this response is of course zero,

however, away from the edge the response peaks to

a maximum on one side of the edge and to a

minimum on the other side. These peaks capture the

behavior of the image function on either side of the

edge. For each edge segment we compute the

averages along the segment of the magnitudes
(rþ; rÿ) and the distances (wþ; wÿ) of these extre-

mum points from the edge location. We quantify the

photometric attributes between two edge segments

ei and ej by

rmag ¼ max
j rþi ÿ rþj j

0:5ðrþi þ rþj Þ
;
j rÿi rÿj j

0:5ðrÿi þ rÿj Þ

 !
and

wwidth ¼ max
j wþi ÿ wþj j

0:5ðwþi þ wþj Þ
;
j wÿi wÿj j

0:5ðwÿi þ wÿj Þ

 !
:

Based on these photometric and geometric attributes, we

classify and quantify the relationship between each pair of

edge segment as being parallel, T-junction, L-junction,

continuous, or “none-of-the-above.” This is achieved using

the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) strategy based

on the conditional probabilities of inferring the relation-

ships based on the computed attributes. The a posteriori
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probabilities are computed using Bayesian networks, which

efficiently and succinctly encode the relational priors and

the a priori conditional probabilities. These priors and

conditional probabilities are expressed in parametric forms

whose parameters form the parameters of the grouping

system. We also use Bayesian networks to quantify the

proximity and the common region factors between two

edge segments in a MAP fashion. The sum of these three

maximum a posteriori probabilities forms the weights of

the scene structure graph that would be partitioned.

4.2 Graph Partitioning Implementations

The average and the normalized cut measures-based parti-

tioning can be well approximated using graph spectral

partitioningstrategies.Thistechniqueinvolvesthecalculation

of the second eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix representa-

tion of the scene structure graph. For the average cut, we use

the unnormalized Laplacian matrix and for the normalized

cut, we use the normalized version. We refer the reader to [32],

[28] for more details about the supporting theory.

We use the LEDA-4.0 implementation of the min-cut

algorithm. The implementation is based on the algorithm

proposed by [34]. The algorithm uses the concept of Prim’s

minimum spanning tree algorithm. The algorithm starts

with a node in the graph and keeps adding the most loosely

connected node to this original node. In doing so, it builds

up subsets of nodes, which eventually leads to the full set of

nodes in the graph. During this process, the cost of adding

each loosely connected node to the subset is maintained,

which is used to identify the minimum cost partition(s).

4.3 Performance Measure

We evaluate the quality of the final groups in terms of the

expected performance of a constrained search-based object

recognition strategy starting from the groups. In [4], Borra and

Sarkar proposed performance measures that do not require

building a full vision system, but instead use manually

specified ground truth. Let 1) NGi
denote the number of

features in the detected group (Gi), 2)NOj
denote the number

of model features (ground truth) in Oj, and 3) NGi\Oj
denote

the number of group features that lie on the model. We can

construct two performance measures that capture the

expected time and quality of matching group Gi with

modelOj as follows.

We start from the expression for complexity of con-

strained search-based object recognition using imperfect

groups. Assuming that all features are equally important,

Grimson [13] showed that the expected search, Wterm, is

essentially polynomial if we terminate when the number of

matched features equal some predetermined threshold, t.

The exact expression is given by:

NOj
NGi

NGi

NGi\Oj

�

Wterm � tNOj
NGi

NGi

NGi\�j

�
1þ �2

NOj

�2�
�2 NGi

NOj

�j NGi
NOj

�2ÿ1

� �k
:

ð19Þ

The constant � is small and is typically equal to 0:2 P
D , where

P is the total perimeter of the object and D is the image

dimension. If
NGi

NOj
� 50D2

P 2 , then the search is essentially

quartic. In the worst case, P � D and the requirement is

NGi
� 50NOj

, a very liberal bound. The term in the above

equation that depends on the quality of the group, is the

ratio
NGi

NGi\Oj
. This constitutes the first performance measure.

PtimeðGi; OjÞ ¼
NGi\Oj

NGi

: ð20Þ

This measure ranges from zero to one and should be as large

as possible to minimize the amount of search. The quality of

the terminated constrained search will be proportional to the

threshold, t, which is the number of model features explained

by the group. Thus, the model to group match quality can be

captured by t
NOj

. Using this expression, coupled with the fact

that the termination threshold t is less than the number of

common features between the model and the group, NGi\Oj
,

Borra and Sarkar [4] suggest the following as the second

performance measure:

PqualðGi;OjÞ ¼
NGi\Oj

NOj

: ð21Þ

The measure ranges from zero to one and should be large

enough to ensure high-confidence recognition. High values

of this measure will help discriminate between models,

which will boost the recognition accuracy.

Consider the scenario that the grouping algorithm

generates N groups, G1; . . . ; GN for an image with K

objects, O1; . . . ; OK . For each pair of the group, Gi and the

image object, Oj, that overlap, we compute PtimeðGi;OjÞ and

PqualðGi;OjÞ. Also, let Noverlaps be the total number of

overlaps, which can be anywhere between 0 and NK. We

use the composite performance measure, �, formed by

combining these measures as follows:

� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ij PtimeðGi;OjÞ
Noverlaps

� ��P
ij PqualðGi;OjÞ
Noverlaps

�s
: ð22Þ

This product form of combination of the two individual

measures tends to assign equal importance to the time and

quality of recognition. In addition, the used normalized

summation form for each of the measures tends to 1) penalize

a group that is spread across two objects more than a group

that overlaps with one object and the background, 2) prefer

large groups over small groups, and 3) penalize groups of

features that do not belong to any object.

Another possibility for performance measure are the

false negative and false positive rates as measured by Amir
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and Lindenbaum [1], which are not directly tied to object

recognition. We chose the option for task-based evaluation.

Since we are concerned with edge-based recognition, the

featuresof interestareedgepixels.Themanualconstructionof

3D models is cumbersome and not, to say the least, time

consuming, and this renders the performance analysis almost

intractable for real domains. We circumvent this problem by

using manual outlines of object features in each image. Given

anedge image, thecollection ofedgepixelsclose to themanual

outline represents the perfect grouping of features in an

image. In the case of 2D model-based recognition, particularly

those that are view-based, the number of edge points will

provide a good estimate of the number of model features.

4.4 Image Set

We use a database of 50 images. There are 10 images of natural

objects in indoor backgrounds, 10 images of natural objects in

outdoor backgrounds, 10 images of man-made objects in

outdoor backgrounds, 10 images of man-made objects in

indoor backgrounds, and 10 aerial images that contained

man-made objects in natural surroundings. So, essentially,

we have five different image classes. Each of these images is

associated with manual ground truth outlines of the objects of

interest. It took us approximately 30-60 minutes per image,

depending on their size and also the complexity of the objects

in the image, to ground truth each image. We avoided

outlining ambiguous nonsharp edges, e.g., due to wrinkles on

a shirt or statistical texture, e.g., texture on wood, but outline

structural textures such as stripes of a zebra.

4.5 Parameter Selection

One of the important aspects of empirical performance

evaluation is the choice of the parameters of the algorithm.

The present grouping framework has 21 parameters: 13 are

used in the Bayesian networks that are used to quantify the

graph links, two parameters are used by the graph spectral

partitioning (minimum cluster size and maximum partition

strength), three are edge detection parameters, three para-

meters are used by the constant curvature contour segmenta-

tion algorithm.

We adopt a two-fold testing strategy for selecting the

parameter combinations. As described earlier, we have five

image classes comprising of 10 images each. Let us denote this

byCi, where i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 5g. We divide each image class into

two equal sets and denote this by Si1 and Si2, where i indicates

the image class. We select parameters based on training on Si1
(or Si2) and use them on Si2 (or Si1).

We train each cut on each image in the set. From this

training, 10 best parameter combinations are extracted

from each individual trained parameter set for each image

and each cut measure. This gives us 30 trained parameter

combinations for each image, 10 for each of the three cut

measures, with a total of 150 parameter combinations for

each image set, Si1 (or Si2). These 150 parameter sets are

then applied to the images in the other corresponding set,

i.e., parameter combinations trained on Si1 are applied to

images in Si2 and vice versa. Thus, for each image and each

cut we have 150 performance indices. Note that we trained

parameters on a per image class basis and not on the whole

(50) image set. In our earlier work [28], we found that

optimal parameter for grouping was a function of image

class. Thus, parameters that resulted in good performance,

for say, aerial images, will not give good performance for

indoor images.

In our analysis, we will consider the best, mean and

range of the top 10 performances with these 150 perfor-

mances on each image for each cut. We select these top 10

performances for each of the three cuts with the constraint

that the same parameter combination sets are chosen. We

rank the performances for the 150 parameter combinations

for each cut measure and pick the parameter combinations

that results the 10 lowest summed ranks over the three

measures. While choosing these parameter combinations

we pay attention to fix across cut measures only the

parameters that determine the graph structure, i.e., the

edge detection, constant curvature segmentation, and graph

quantification parameters. The graph partitioning para-

meters are allowed to vary. This ensures that when we

compare performances among the cut measures, they are on

the same graph structure.

4.6 Exploring the Parameter Space

We select the optimal parameters by stochastically sam-

pling the parameter space, which is effected by a team of

learning automata [28], [7]. We associate one learning

automaton with one algorithm parameter. A learning

automaton (LA) is an algorithm that adaptively chooses

from a set of possible actions on a random environment (the

grouping algorithm and the images) so as to maximize the

expected feedback (quality of the groups). Each automation

uses a probability vector defined over the set of actions,

P ðv1Þ; P ðv2Þ; � � � ; P ðvrÞ to randomly choose between r

possible actions, v1; � � � ; vr. At the start, P ðv1Þ ¼ P ðv2Þ ¼
� � �P ðvrÞ ¼ 1=r so that each action is equally likely. The

environment, which in our case includes the grouping

algorithm and the image(s), evaluates the performance with

the set of parameters, each individually chosen by an

automaton. At each iteration, based on the feedback from

the environment and past action history, the action

probability vector is updated so that the action with large

feedback is more likely to be chosen than those that resulted

in small feedback values. Over time, the action that

maximizes the feedback will be chosen.

It can be shown [20] that the team of learning automata is

�-optimal, i.e., the team will converge close to global optimal

values. The rate of convergence is dependent on the under-

lying learning rate, which we set to 0:1. The traces of the

average feedback from the environment increases with

iterations. The usual recommended stopping condition is

expressedintermoftheprobabilityof theoptimalactionbeing
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high. However, since we are concerned just with selecting

good parameter combinations, we decide to stop when the

automata team is unable to find any parameter combination

that is better than the previous ones for 100 consecutive

iterations.

4.7 Statistical Analysis

We present detailed evaluation of the grouping perfor-

mances with the three graph partitioning measures. In the

following sections, we first consider the following ques-

tions: Are the best performances for each cut type

significantly different? Is the variation of performance for

each cut type significantly different from others? Is

performance dependent on image class? We follow this

by presentation of results for visual assessment and a

discussion of time issues.

4.7.1 Are the Best Performances for Each Cut Type

Significantly Different?

Does the performance for each of the partition cut

measures significantly differ from the others for the best

performance obtained from these parameter sets? Fig. 5

shows the histogram of the best performances, � on each of

the images. We see that the histograms overlap and we

cannot clearly separate out one from the other. This gross

observation can be refined by analysis of variances

(ANOVA),3 which takes into account variations due to

independent factors, which in this case are two—the image

and the cut type. ANOVA unravels the impact of each

source of variation on the total variation, which is listed in

the first column of Table 1. The second column (DF) refers

to the degrees of freedom (since there are three different

cuts, the DF for that factor is 2). The SS column lists the

Type I Sum of Squares. The F-value for each source is the

ratio of the variance between different source values to the

variance within the same source values. Larger F-values

imply larger impact that the respective source factors have

on the overall variation. Finally, the P–value tells us the

level of significance of H0, the NULL hypothesis viz, the

variation due to the source is due to noise. If P-value is less

than 0.05, then with more than 95 percent confidence level

can we reject the NULL hypothesis. From Table 1, we see

that the cut type is not a significant source of variation

(P-value is greater than 0.05). The major source of variation

is the image set. So, it is clear that the best performances do

not depend on the three cut measures used for grouping.

One of the criticisms against ANOVA is that it assumes

normally distributed errors. So, we also considered

nonparametric tests of the data. Friedman’s test is chosen

as this is a natural alternative for the repeated measures

ANOVA test. The Friedman’s test compares three or more

paired groups. The data is first arranged in a tabular form

where the rows are the possible combination of the values of

the Cut or the Image factors. The columns list the

performances (�s). It then sorts the values in each row in

ascending order and then sums the ranks in each column. If

the column sums are significantly different, it will suggest

that the effect of the factor is significant, else the observed

variation is due to random errors.

Table 2 shows the results of five best performances

applied on the cut measures (Cut), with the performance

measure (�) as the dependent variable. Table 3 shows the

results of five best performances applied on the images

(Image), with the performance measure (�) as the dependent

variable. The first column of the table is the statistic

considered. The second column shows the alternative

hypothesis. The third column shows the degrees of freedom.

The fourth column shows the value. The fifth column shows
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3. Analysis of variance is a general statistical method for analyzing
experimental data. Many texts on statistics describe analysis of variance
methods. For example, see [24] for an introduction to the subject.

Fig. 5. Histogram of the best �s (performance measure) for each of the

cuts on all the 50 images.

TABLE 1
ANOVA of the Best Performance on All Images

TABLE 2
Friedman’s Test on the Best Performances, Applied

on Cut, with � as the Dependent Variable



the P-value. Observe that the row mean scores differ with a

value of 0.047 and a P-value of 0.9766, which implies that

there is no statistical significance. In Table 3, we see the P-

value associated with the row mean scores differ is 0.0001,

which means that images are a significant source of variation

on the performance measure. We can gather the fact from

observing both these tables that the cut measure is not

significant and the images are significant when the �s are

considered on rank scores.

4.7.2 Is the Variation of Performance for Each Cut Type

Significantly Different from Each Other?

We have already shown that the cut type does not make a

significant difference on the best performance over all the

image sets. Here, we consider the variation in performance,

which we quantify by the difference between the best

performance and the tenth best performance on each image,

�1ÿ10 ¼ �1 ÿ �10. Table 4 lists the ANOVA results. We can

see that the range of performance �1ÿ10 for the cut types are

not significantly different.

4.7.3 Is Performance Dependent on Image Class?

As we have described above, we have five classes of images in

the data set. The question we ask is: Is the performance of the

grouping-by-partitioning strategy, irrespective of the parti-

tioning measure used, dependent on the image class type?

Table 5 lists the mean values of the best performances, along

with 95 percent confidence intervals, for each image class and

for each cut type. We observe clearly that, in each image class,

there is not much variation in performance with respect to the

cut measure. We also observe that, in particular, the

performances for images of man made objects in indoor

surroundings and aerial images are lower than for other

image classes.

To establish the statistical significances of our observation,

we conducted ANOVA. Here, we consider the best parameter

combination for each image selected as discussed in

Section 4.5. The two independent factors, the cut measure

and the image class, along with their interaction are the

possible sources of variations. The results of ANOVA are

shown in Table 6, where we see that, the variation of

performance due to the cut measure is not significant. In

addition, the interaction between the image class and the cut

type is also not significant. Thus, it is not likely the case that
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TABLE 3
Friedman’s Test on the Best Performances, Applied

on Image, with � as the Dependent Variable

TABLE 4
ANOVA of the Range of the 10 Best Performance

�1ÿ10 ¼ �1 ÿ �10 on All Images

TABLE 5
Mean Values with 95 Percent Confidence Level of the Best Performance Index, �, for

Each Class of Images Considered for Each Cut Type



one cut measure is appropriate for one image class while

another cut measure performs better for another image class.

However, the variation due to the image classes is significant.

Thus, the performance variations between image classes that

we see in Table 5 are significant. The performances for images

of man-made objects in indoor surroundings and aerial

images are lower than for other image classes.

4.7.4 Visual Assessment of Results

In this section, we present final grouping results on some

images for visual assessment, which because of its subjective

nature has to be done with caution. Visual assessment might

not agree with the computed performance measure, �. In

particular, we have to keep in mind that our performance

measure 1) penalizes groups that straddles two objects more

than groups that include part of an object and the background

and 2) penalizes small groups.

Fig. 6 shows three images on which all cut measures

performs equally well as per visual assessment. Note that

the parameter set was the same for all the three cuts for each

image. Thus, the three cut strategies operated on the same

graph. Figs. 6b, 6c, and 6d shows the best performances of

all the cuts. In Figs. 6f, 6g, and 6h, we see the vehicle clearly

segmented out. Observe that the clutter due to the trees and

the buildings are thrown out. All the cut algorithms are able

to form correct grouping. In Figs. 6j, 6k, and 6l, we see the

performances of all the cuts on a zebra image. Clearly, all

the cut algorithms are able to separate out the regularly

stripped zebra from the grass background. On our Web site

(http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/PO/Cuts.html), we show

the results on all the 50 images, for each cut type.

Fig. 7 shows the performances on some images on which

the cut measures differ the most. In Fig. 7a, the average cut

performs the best. Note that most of the background clutter is

removed and the chair is grouped properly. The normalized

cut is best for Fig. 7e and the min-cut is the best in Fig. 7i.

However, as we have seen earlier, this dependence of

performance of each cut type on the image is not statistically

significant. Variation due to the image type swamps any

variation due to the cut type. This reinforces the argument

against the reliance on just visual assessment of results on a

few images.

4.7.5 Time Issues

Table 7 shows the basic statistics of the time in seconds,

taken by each cut algorithms to finish the grouping process,

including low-level processing and graph construction,

which are the same for all the cut measures. The algorithms

were run on a Sun Ultra-Enterprise with a clock speed of

247 MHz. We can clearly see that the time taken to compute

the normalized cut vary more than the other two cuts. This

can be attributed to the normalized Laplacian matrix

structure, all of whose diagonal entries are one and the rest

of the entries are negative but with absolute values less than

one. Whereas for the average cut, the diagonal elements can

have a value greater than 1. Hence, the relative variation

between the matrix element is less for the normalized cut

case, which effects the rate of convergence of the eigenva-

lue/eigenvector computations. Effect of the complexities of

computing the eigenvectors of the (normalized and un-

normalized) Laplacian matrix can probably be reduced

using well-known linear algebra tricks and approximations,

which we did not explore in this study.

5 CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND REMARKS

We theoretically analyzed the form of three grouping

measures, the min-cut, average-cut, and normalized-cut,

using random weighted graph models and the concept of

stochastic order. The focus of the analyses was to under-

stand for what kinds of image statistics would optimizing a

measure, irrespective of the particular algorithm used, result

in correct partitioning. Another question of interest was if

the recursive bipartitioning strategy can separate out

groups corresponding to K objects from each other. We

find that none of the measures seem to be appropriate for all

image statistics. The conclusions are that under very

restrictive conditions when the average interobject feature

affinity is very weak when compared to the average

intraobject feature affinity, the minimum cut measure is

optimal. The average cut measure is optimal for graphs

whose partition width is less than the mode of distribution

of all possible partition widths. The normalized cut measure

is optimal for a more restrictive subclass of graphs whose

partition width is less than the mode of the partition width

distributions and the strength of interobject links is six times

less than the intraobject links. Since any theoretical analysis

is limited by the necessary use of many implicit and explicit

assumptions, we also studied empirically, whether the cut

measures, despite their theoretical limitations, actually

matter in practice. We considered the context of grouping

extended edge segments for object recognition using

constrained search. We find that the performances of the

three cut measures are statistically equivalent. However, the

variation due to the image classes is significant; the

performance with the three measures is worst for man-

made objects in indoor surroundings and for aerial images.
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TABLE 6
ANOVA of the Best Performance on All Images with Interactions

between the Image Class and the Cut Type



Interestingly, the interaction between the image class and

the cut type is also not significant.

So, what are the implications of the conclusions that we

have drawn from this study? First, the choice of the nature

of the cut measures, while theoretically important, does not

seem to be critically important from an empirical stand-

point. The average cut measure seems to be somewhat a

better choice from a theoretical optimality point of view and

time considerations. Second, the importance of learning

grouping parameters on a per image basis is obvious.

Performances can vary greatly with the chosen parameters.

Third, image type dominate as a source of variation in

performance. Poor performance on certain image types such

as aerial and man-made objects in indoor surroundings can

be attributed to the fact that the statistics of the objects of

interest and the background are similar. Relations that are

richer than just 2-ary ones need to be considered when

constructing the scene structure (hyper)graph. Just 2-ary

relations are probably inadequate for these domains.

The analysis in this paper is by no means the final word

on the topic of the appropriateness of the various cut

measures. The empirical study can be extended to include

other types of low-level features, such as image pixels, with

different forms of the affinity function. The larger the scope

of the variations studied, the more reliable would be the

conclusions, however, empirical studies can never establish

conclusions with absolute certainty. This is why we

augmented it with theoretical analysis of the measures.

There are various directions along which the theoretical

analysis can be extended, some of which are probably

mathematically intractable. First, the independence as-

sumption between the links of the scene structure can be

replaced with at least a local dependence assumption.

Second, presently there is an implicit assumption that the

cut values for the various partition classes are independent

of each other, which is not true. However, we do expect the

dependence to reduce sharply with the addition of

additional independent components as the difference

between the partition classes increase. Third, it would be

nice if we could make the following stochastic comparison

minf2� �ðfÞ < minf 62� �ðfÞ. We believe that the present

analysis is on the conservative side and this comparison

of the minimum would give a truer picture. But, this would

require the derivation of the distribution function (quite

possibly related to the Weibull distribution) of the mini-

mum of nonidentically distributed random variables. A

possible starting point would be the body of work in

extreme valued statistics [11], but designed for non-iid

variables. Last, of course, is the open question: In the

stochastic order sense, what is the form of the optimal cut

measure? If there is one!
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Fig. 6. (b), (c), and (d) � ¼ 0:79. (f), (g), and (h) � ¼ 0:75. (j), (k), and (l) � ¼ 0:80. Images in which all three cuts perform equally well. The first column

shows the original image along with the manually drawn ground truth, the second column shows the performance for the average Cut, the third

column for the normalized cut, and the fourth column for the min-cut.
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